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**United Nations Multidimensional Integrated Stabilization Mission in the Central African Republic**

**MINUSCA**

**KEY DEPLOYMENT INFORMATION**

**Uniformed Personnel**

- **2019-12-31:** Troops 10837, Formed Police Units 1674, Individual Police 369, Staff Officer 294, Experts on Mission 138

**Uniformed Personnel Trend**


**Uniformed Personnel Gender Distribution**

- Female 4%
- Male 96%

---

**Civilian Personnel**

- **2019-12-31:** UNV Last Update: 31/01/2020
- **Civilian Last Update:** 10/01/2020

**Civilian Personnel Trend**


**Civilian Personnel Gender Distribution**

- Female 28%
- Male 72%

---

**Top 10 Troop & Police Contributing Countries**

- **2019-12-31**
  - Rwanda: 418, 1359
  - Pakistan: 1212
  - Egypt: 985
  - Cameroon: 750
  - Bangladesh: 1000
  - Zambia: 909
  - Morocco: 750
  - Burundi: 745
  - Mauritania: 450
  - Nepal: 719
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**FATALITIES**

**Fatalities Since the Mission Establishment**

- **2014:** 0, **2015:** 2, **2016:** 4, **2017:** 2, **2018:** 1, **2019:** 1

**Fatalities over Last 12 Months**

- **February:** 1, **April:** 2, **May:** 1, **June:** 1, **July:** 2, **August:** 1, **September:** 3, **October:** 1, **November:** 1, **December:** 1
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**UNIFORMED DEPLOYMENT**

**Fixed Wing**

- **2019-20:** Source: DOS

**Rotary Wing**

- **2019-20:** Source: DOS/LD

**UAS Available**

- **2019-20:** Source: NOTICAS
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**BUDGET**

**Budget Distribution 2019-20**

- Civilian personnel 21%
- Operational costs 26%
- Military and police personnel... 53%

**Total Budget Trend**

- 2013-14: 0.62bn, 2014-15: 0.63bn, 2015-16: 0.84bn, 2016-17: 0.92bn, 2017-18: 0.90bn, 2018-19: 0.93bn, 2019-20: 0.91bn
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**AIR ASSETS**

**Fixed Wing**

- **2019-20:** Source: DOS

**Rotary Wing**

- **2019-20:** Source: DOS/LD

---

**Last Update:** 06/01/2020

**Source:** NOTICAS
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**Mission Website**

https://minusca.unmissions.org/
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**Bangui**

Mission HQ
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